Abstract-This paper presents AtheroEdgeLowRes (AELR), an extention of AtheroEdge™ from AtheroPoint™, and a solution to carotid ultrasound IMT measurement in lowresolution and overall low quality images. The images were collected using a low-end ultrasound machine during a screening study in India. We aim to demonstrate the accuracy and reproducibility of the AELR system by benchmarking it against an expert Reader's manual tracing and to show the correlation between the automatically measured intima media thickness (IMT) and the subjects' cardiovascular risk factors (i.e. body mass index -BMI). We introduced an innovative penalty function (PF) to our dual-snake segmentation technique, necessary due to the low image resolution. We processed 512 images from 256 patients, and correlated the AELR IMT values with the patients' age and BMI. AELR processed all 512 images, and the IMT measurement error was 0.011±0.099 mm with the PF correction and 0.173±0.127 mm without. AELR IMT values correlated with the Reader's values (r = 0.883) and also correlated with the subject's BMI and age. The AELR system showed accuracy and reproducibility levels that make it suitable to be used in large epidemiological and screening studies in emerging countries.
widely used and established diagnostic and screening technique for atherosclerosis [4] . Ultrasound scanners are relatively cheap and portable [4] , making it an affordable screening technique even in low-income countries. An expert operator usually manually measures the IMT by tracing the lumen-intima (LI) and media-adventitia (MA) interfaces. However, manual measurements are discouraged in multi-center and epidemiological studies because they are user-dependent, not fully standardized, time-consuming and prone to errors [4] .
Recent studies showed that computer systems could be very useful in reducing the inter-reader variability associated to carotid IMT measurements [5] . Polak et al. proposed that computer algorithms for the measurement of the IMT had to be not only accurate, but also had to maintain the cardiovascular risk factor of the subjects and provide a reliable stratification of the patients' vascular age [5] .
In a previous study, we showed that when low-end scanners are used, the acquired images often represent a difficult challenge to automated segmentation techniques, due to limited contrast and the fact that the LI/MA interfaces might be discontinuous and interrupted [2] . In this study we used a technique based on deformable parametric models (called snakes) [6] , already presented and benchmarked in other studies [7] . The advantage of snakes is the possibility of imposing a regularization of the profile, which is very useful in presence of little visible or interrupted LI/MA interfaces. Snakes are, however, very sensible to image superimposed noise and need an accurate initialization [8] .
The first objective of this work was the development of an accurate dual-snake model for the segmentation and IMT measurement of low-resolution carotid images. The second objective of this study was the evaluation of the automated snake system on a screening dataset and its correlation of the automatically measured IMT with the patients' risk factors, particularly with the subject's body mass index (BMI) which showed a clear association with atherosclerosis [9] .
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Patients Demographics and Image Acquisition
The image database consisted of 512 images, taken from 256 patients in India. The data acquisition was conducted in rural villages of India under the framework of the Andhra Pradesh Children and Parent Study (APCAPS) study. Table I summarizes the demographics of the patients. Of the 256 initial patients, 201 were examined a second time one year later and 55 were examined two years later.
The carotid images were acquired by using a low-end ultrasound scanner (Ethiroli Tiny-16a, Surabhi Biomedical Instrumentation, Coimbatore, India) equipped with a linear transducer working in the frequency range 5-10 MHz. The subjects were scanned while in supine position.
All the images were in JPEG format and had a vertical pixel density equal to 12.7 pixels/mm, which is typical for a low-end OEM ultrasound scanner. Therefore, the pixel to mm conversion factor (CF) for the images was 0.0787 mm/pixel. Usually, the CF for medium-end OEM scanners is approximately 0.065 mm/pixel [10] . 
B. Manual Tracings
An expert radiologist (L.S.) manually traced the far wall LI and MA boundaries by using graphical user interface [7] . The manually traced LI/MA profiles by the expert Reader were considered as ground-truth. All the distance measurements between profiles were made by using the Polyline Distance Metric (PDM) [11] .
C. LI/MA Segmentation using Dual-Snake Framework and Penalty Function
The segmentation strategy we used was based on an innovative dual-snake formulation we proposed in 2012 [7] and named CMUDS (Carotid Measurement Using Dual Snake). In the following we summarize the structure of AtheroEdgeLowRes (AELR) and highlight the technical innovation we brought to make AELR accurate on this database of low-resolution images.
1. AtheroEdgeLowRes architecture AtheroEdgeLowRes (AELR) is completely automated and consists of the following three stages:
Stage 1: Far adventitia tracing. Initially, the far wall adventitia layer (AD F ) was automatically traced by means of a recognition system based on first-order Gaussian filtering and multi-resolution approach [12] .
Stage 2: Dual snake initialization and LI/MA profiles tracing by dual-snake technique. Both the LI and the MA snakes were automatically initialized by using the AD F profile traced in Stage 1. So, the two snakes initially had the same shape and number of points. We adopted a snake mathematical model as we described in [7] :
where v(s) represents the snake in a normalized coordinate space s in the range [0,1]. The first term of (1) is the internal energy. The second term is an external energy, in which the functional e(x, y) is an edge operator called FOAM (First Order Absolute Moment). FOAM has already been used for the detection of LI/MA edges and, with respect to traditional gradients, is more accurate in representing the wall borders and less sensitive to image noise [12] . The last term of (1) is an attraction term used to drive the snake towards the actual position of the LI/MA interfaces. This term computes the distance between the edges e(x, y) of the image and the snake position v(s) , so even if the snake is placed in a region where FOAM is null, it is attracted by its closest edge. So, there was a total of six parameters: (curvature), (stopping energy), and (attraction energy) for the LI snake (equal to 0.5, 0.1, 0.1, respectively) and , , and for the MA snake (equal to 0.5, 0.2, 0.05, respectively).
Stage 3: Dual-snake evolutions under mutual constraint. Since snakes could either collapse or diverge excessively, we constrained their mutual distance during evolution. When a point had a distance exceeding 3 mm (upper threshold) or lower than 0.3 mm (lower threshold), the point was shifted towards or away from, respectively, the MA snake until its distance was within the thresholds [7] .
LI/MA Correction using Penalty Function (P)
Since this carotid ultrasound was low-resolution (pixel density of 12.7 pixels/mm), the AELR performance was suboptimal for this set of images. We introduced a correction factor, which was correcting the penalty due to the overall poor image quality and resolution. We called it "Penalty Correction Factor or Penalty Function". In fact, one pixel had the vertical dimension of 0.0787 mm; therefore, if the IMT measurement error were equal to 1 pixel in an image, it would be of 0.0787 mm. This means that considering a normal value of IMT equal to 0.8 mm [13] , 0.0787 mm would be approximately 10%. The P was defined as:
where P is the average penalty factor and is computed by measuring the average PDM between the AELR LI/MA profiles and the manual LI/MA tracings by the Reader on a training data sets. In (2), R is the pixel resolution (0.0787 mm/pixel), whereas W is the weight factor to be applied to the computer generated LI/MA profiles. We made a pilot test on a set of 800 images acquired by the same scanner that was used to acquire the 500 images of this study, which were used in an epidemiological study [2] , and we found that the W value that optimized the penalty factor was equal to 0.9. This resulted in a PF for the LI snake equal to 1.8491 ± 5.9957 pixels, and equal to 2.2742 ± 5.6069 pixels for the MA snake. These PFs (P) were then applied after CMUDS computed the LI/MA borders on the test 500 images. Fig. 1 shows an example of the effect of the PF correction.
III. RESULTS
A. Performance Evaluation of AtheroEdgeLowRes:
Comparison against Reader AELR correctly processed all the 512 images of the dataset. Figure 2 .A reports the correlation plot of the AELR IMT and of the Reader's measurements; the correlation coefficient is 0.8834 (95% C.I.: 0.854 -0.907). Table II reports the IMT values measured by AELR and by the Reader subdivided for the different patient's pathologies. When we considered the entire set of 512 images, the average IMT value measured by AELR was 0.593 ± 0.140 mm, whereas that of the Reader was 0.604 ± 0.129 mm. The IMT measurement error was 0.011 ± 0.099 mm and was statistically not different from zero (p > 0.8). Table II shows that there is an overall good agreement between the two measurements and the average IMT values were never statistically significant (p always higher than 0.1). The accuracy of the IMT measurements by AELR can also be seen in the Bland-Altmann plot of Fig. 2 .B, where no significant trend is present and an overall good agreement between AELR and the Reader can be observed. Example segmentation results can be seen in Fig. 3 .
TABLE II -IMT MEASUREMENT PERFORMANCE OF AELR COMPARED TO THE READER FOR THE ENTIRE DATASET
B. Carotid IMT Association with BMI and Age
We correlated the AELR and Readers IMT values to the BMI and age of the subjects, to evidence possible association between the computer measurements and the patient's demographics for these low-resolution images. Figure 4 .A and 4.B reports the correlation plots for the AELR and Reader (IMT measurements and the subject's BMI. Figure  4 .C and 4.D reports the correlation plots between the AELR and Readers IMT measurement with respect to the patients' age. It can be noticed that the correlation plots consist of two distinct clouds of points. This is due to the fact that the specific data were acquired during a screening protocol in rural India areas and the examined subjects were entire families, consisting of parents and their children. This caused a gap between the two groups when age is reported in the horizontal axis. The fact that children were considered in this study can also explain the poorer correlation between the IMT measurements and the BMI, which has a different meaning when considering children. Numerical results, which confirmed the very good agreement between AELR and the Reader's measurements, can be found in Table II. IV. DISCUSSION In this paper we used an optimized automated image processing technique based on snakes to measure the IMT of a set of low-resolution and low-quality ultrasound carotid images. The results in terms of IMT measurement accuracy were benchmarked w.r.t. the values obtained by an expert sonographer.
From a technical point of view, our segmentation strategy brought innovation because it was the first of its kind to introduce the penalty factor correction. This correction optimized the position of the computer traced LI/MA boundaries by comparing the average positioning error to that of human tracings. This correction was needed in this specific study because: (1) The image dataset was of overall very low quality, in particular the images had a low pixel density, leading to a pixel physical dimension of 0.0787 mm/pixel. (2) The OEM acquisition scanner was low-end, thus the overall contrast and the representation of the LI/MA interfaces was often poor, causing inaccuracies in the computer automated tracings that needed correction; (3) The dataset was relative to mainly healthy subjects (since it was a screening study), with average IMT equal to about 0.604 ± 0.129 mm (as measured by the Reader). This further increased the need for a very accurate and optimized measurement system.
Without the PF correction the average IMT measurement of AELR was 0.431 ± 0.075 mm, against the average IMT value by the Reader that was 0.604 ± 0.129 mm. Hence, the IMT measurement bias was 0.173 ± 0.127 mm, meaning about the 29% error on the nominal value of the IMT. Figure  1 highlights the increased IMT measurement accuracy obtained with the PF correction.
The IMT measurement performance of the PF corrected version of AELR reached, on this low-quality (?) and lowresolution dataset, similar performance of other automated techniques (see [8] ) and of semi-automated ones [14] . The best performing technique we found in literature was proposed by Faita et al. [14] . The IMT measurement bias was 0.001 ± 0.035 mm, approximately 10 times lower than the error we had. However, the images were acquired by a medium/high-end scanner, MyLab25 (EsaoteSpA, Genova, Italy). Table II reports the AELR and the Reader's IMT values split into groups. We observed agreement between the Reader's values and AELR values and we did not observe statistically significant difference. AELR IMT values were higher for subjects having hypertension, diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and asthma with respect to their respective controls. This is a very important result, showing the capability of AELR in maintaining the subjects' risk factors, thus providing very accurate and reliable results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a penalty factor (PF) correction dual-snake segmentation system that we applied to a set of 512 ultrasound limited-contrast and low-resolution carotid images coming from a screening study conducted in India. The need for a PF correction was justified by the low quality and resolution of the ultrasound images, acquired using a low-end OEM scanner. The automated computer IMT measurements were accurate and correlated with those manually obtained by an expert sonographer. We showed that the computer IMT measurements also preserved the subjects' risk factors. We believe that automated computer tracings have good enough accuracy and reproducibility to be used in large epidemiological and screening studies, even in emerging countries, where often the quality of the ultrasound scanner is lower.
